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Participant’s report
to the National Nominating Authority and
the National Contact Point
Meeting report
In the three weeks after the event, please complete this report. It contains two sections:
1. Reporting: this is intended as a feedback on the event, on what was learnt, on how the

event will affect your work and on how it will be disseminated. In addition to the ECML
National Nominating Authority and the National Contact Point in your country the ECML
will use the report1 in the “Experts involved in ECML activities” section of each ECML
member state website (please see http://contactpoints.ecml.at).
This section should be written in one of the project’s working languages.
2. Public information: this is intended as an information on the ECML project and its

expected value for your country. The content should be of interest for a larger audience.
Thus it should link up to interesting publications, websites, events etc. which were
discussed on the occasion of the workshop or which are relevant in your country. The
public information should be a short, promotional text of about 200 words.
This section should be written in (one of) your national language(s).
The completed file should be sent to
●

the ECML National Nominating Authority and the National Contact Point in your country
(contact details can be found at http://www.ecml.at/aboutus/members.asp)

●

and in copy to ECML Secretariat (Erika.komon@ecml.at)

within the given deadline.

1

Only if you authorised the ECML to publish your contact details.

1. Reporting

Name of the workshop
participant

Irene Campari

Institution

Özel Evrim Okulları

E-mail address

irene.campari15@gmail.com

Title of ECML project

Learnin Environments where Modern Language Flourish

ECML project website

https://www.ecml.at/ECML-Programme/Programme20162019/Learningenvironmentswhereforeignlanguagesflourish/tabid/1865/l
anguage/en-GB/Default.aspx

Date of the event

21-22 March 2018

Brief summary of the content
of the workshop

It was a workshop meeting to look into all the tools available in the
project in order to create a project in our context.
Participants came from about 15 countries and we had a first meeting to
look into some Eol projects done by schools so to have examples.
Second meeting we discuss on the efficiency of the grid system. Third
meeting we discuss on the evaluation system. In conclusion other good
example of language projects were presented to the participants.

What did you find particularly
useful?

I think firstly, that meeting and networking with the other participants
was the most important part, to be able to know about others projects
and learn what it is happening in other environments.
Secondly, the discussion on the evaluation system was particularly
interesting.

How will you use what you
learnt / developed in the
event in your professional
context?

I have immediately shared the information with the supervisor, manager
and colleagues of my school, to share the idea of the project how to
develop and environment where language flourish working all together
and creating connection between the languages departments, because
this was not happening in my school. And we thought of projects to
develop according to the good examples I have seen during the meeting
and I am trying to show all the tools available for teachers developed by
ECML.

How will you further
contribute to the project?

With my colleagues we are developing projects for the next school year
and I am going to share information on the forum of the EOL project.

How do you plan to
disseminate the project?
- to colleagues
- to a professional
association
- in a professional
journal/website
- in a newspaper
- other

I expect to share the results among colleagues of other schools here in
Istanbul and I might also write an article for the web.

2. Public information
Short text (about 200 words) for the promotion of the ECML event, the project and the envisaged
publication with a focus on the benefits for target groups. This text should be provided in your national
language(s) to be used for dissemination (on websites, for journals etc.).
I have really appreciated the workshop meeting at the ECML for the EOL project Learning Environments
where Modern Language Flourish, because I had the opportunity to learn about other colleagues in
Europe, to know better all the tools available at ECML and it was important to understand how the EOL
project was developed and how to use the tools. Networking part and learning from good examples was
also a very important part of the workshop to share common problems/solutions and creativity.
An relevant part of the meeting of March was the discussion with the other participants on the tools
created for the EOL project and the evaluation system, so that as teacher that will use the tools and will
be evaluated we could understand and be part of the developing of the project. Moreover, it was
rewarding listen to and give opinions.
The meeting was also very valuable to learn about all the tools available at the ECML and the variety of
opportunities to develop language projects. Especially for the context where I work, this could be very
helpful to improve the language environments to more European and international standards.

